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Let G be a compact topological group. The lattice HG of its closed subgroups is algebraic in 
the reversed order, hence is made a compact topological semilattice by its dual Lawson topology. 
A second natural order-compatible compact topology on ZG arises from the usual topology on 
the set of closed subsets of G. These topologies are shown to coincide precisely if the identity 
component is central in G, but to be essentially different otherwise, since they also fail to satisfy 
natural weakenings of the equality condition. In the second part of the paper the groups G are 
determined in which one of the lattice operations of ZG becomes continuous with respect to 
either one of these topologies; several different characterizations of these cases are also provided. 
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Introduction 
In studying the lattice XG of all closed subgroups of a topological group G it is 
a common practice to topologize it by means of the group topology. Usually one 
furnishes it with the topology induced by one of the classical topologies existing 
on the set FG of all closed subsets of G. In particular the subgroup lattice ZG of 
any locally compact group becomes a compact ( T2-) space when equipped with the 
so-called Hausdorff or Chabauty topology. 
On the other hand, 2G-like any lattice-carries a couple of topologies which 
are intrinsically defined from the lattice structure. Of course, they won’t be very 
interesting in many cases. But since the subgroup lattice of a compact group is 
known to be algebraic if the order is reversed [13], it is made a compact zero- 
dimensional space (even a topological semilattice) by its Lawson topology. Thus 
there are two natural compact topologies on XG which both are order compatible 
(in the sense that the order relation is closed in 1G x ZG; in particular, directed 
resp. filtered nets converge topologically to their supremum resp. infimum), but 
which arise in quite different ways. It is the aim of this note to compare them from 
several points of view. 
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In the first part of the paper these topologies are shown to coincide precisely if 
the identity component is contained in the centre of the group. The proof is given 
in a way that generalizes to other interesting subgroup lattices, like those of (closed) 
normal or subnormal subgroups. We then weaken the condition that the topologies 
should be equal in two ways and show that even this does not yield larger classes 
of compact groups. This fact seems to indicate that they are rather unrelated in case 
they are different. 
The second part of the paper treats the question whether the lattice operations 
are continuous with respect to one of both topologies. While the answer for the 
sup-operation v is fairly easy, a much greater effort is needed for the intersection 
operation. Its continuity turns out to be a very restrictive condition which is 
equivalent for the Hausdorff and Lawson topologies. In fact they are equal in these 
cases, and EG is a topological lattice which is algebraic (as well as its opposite 
lattice 2*G); moreover, the Lawson topologies of 2G and E*G are the same. But 
already this single last property implies that intersection is continuous. We also 
present necessary and sufficient conditions in terms of the group structure. 
Notations and definitions 
As far as lattice theory is concerned we refer to [3] as to the main source. For 
convenience we briefly recall the relevant notations and definitions. 
All lattices L are assumed to be complete, with operations inf and sup, or A and 
v. The category of complete lattices and maps preserving arbitrary sups is denoted 
by SUP; t x, & x stand for the intervals {y: y 2 x}, {y: y c x}, respectively, and L” 
is the lattice obtained from L by reversing the order. An element x of L is said to 
be compact if, for D s L any (non-empty) directed subset, x < sup D implies D n 
t x # 0, and L is called an algebraic lattice if every element is the sup of some family 
of compact elements. 
Let L be a lattice, and define topologies on L as follows. The Scott topology uL 
has the lower subsets X E L (i.e. subsets which are the union of lower intervals & x) 
which are closed in L under directed sups as its closed sets, and the lower topology 
wL is generated by the intervals t x (x E L) as subbasic closed sets. The Lawson 
topology AL is defined to be the common refinement of uL and wL. It is known to 
be compact (TJ and totally disconnected provided that L is algebraic [3]. 
Some group-theoretic notations: Go is the connected component of the identity, 
Z(G) the centre of G, and C,(X) the centralizer of X in G. If H c G is a subgroup, 
N,(H) denotes its normalizer in G and & the intersection of its conjugates in G. 
The symbol A, stands for the group of p-adic integers. 
For G any (Hausdorff) topological group denote by EG the lattice of its closed 
subgroups, and write E*G as short for (EG)*. Make 1 a functor from the category 
TG of topological groups and continuous homomorphisms to SUP by defining 
.Z‘cp: EG+ZH by A-q(A), for cp: G+ H any TG-morphism. 
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We now briefly describe the external topology on our lattices. Let X be a locally 
compact space, FX the lattice of its closed subsets, and put D,(E) := 
{A E FX: A E E}, D,(E) := {A E FX: An E # 0} for E c X. Then the so-called 
Vietoris or exponential topology on FX has {Q(U), D2( U): UC_ X open} as an 
open subbasis, while the Huusdorff topology is coarser, with subbasis {D,(X\K), 
D2( U): K c X compact, U c X open}. The latter is just the Lawson topology of 
F*X:= (FX)“, hence compact, since F*X is a continuous lattice [3]. If X is 
compact, both topologies of course coincide and will be referred to as the Hausdorff 
topology on FX, as well as on every subset of FX (induced topology). 
In particular we have the Hausdorff topology on the subgroup lattices ZG of 
(locally) compact groups, denoted by XG ; it is compact since YZG is a closed subset 
of FG with respect to the Hausdorff topology. It should be remarked that this 
topology on the subgroup lattices frequently occurs under the name Chabauty 
topoZogy in the literature; in [2] it is introduced in a measure-theoretic manner. 
Since it is the relative topology of the Lawson topology on F*G, the question 
“Hausdorff = Lawson?” for Z*G receives a purely lattice-theoretic character if one 
considers the pair of lattices E*Gc F*G instead of the lattice E*G in isolation. 
We shall abbreviate AZc by ho and hp*G by A*,; the subscript in AC, A&, XG will 
be omitted if there is no danger of confusion. 
Our first task is to go into the relations between the Hausdorff topology A and 
the opposite Lawson topology A* on the subgroup lattices: 
Theorem 1. Let G be a compact group. For the Hausdorff topology x and the (dual) 
Lawson topology A * on EG to coincide it is necessary and su@cient that Go is contained 
in the centre of G. 
As the proof may be formulated in a way that generalizes to some other interesting 
applications it seems worth stating the assertion in a somewhat more general context. 
Let T be a functor from the category C of compact groups and surjective 
continuous homomorphisms to SUP, such that for each compact group G, TG is 
a subset of EG carrying the induced order, and (&)( TG)c_ TH holds for C- 
morphisms cp : G + H. Assume further that TG always is closed in .EG with respect 
to the Hausdorff topology XG and that T preserves projective limits. 
Theorem 1’. Let T be as above, and G be a compact group. 
(a) T* G := (TG)” is an algebraic lattice. 
(b) The (induced) Hausdorff topology on TG is equal to the Lawson topology ATeG 
if and only if Go normalizes each X E TG. 
Of course, Theorem 1 is a special case of Theorem 1’ (since Aut A is totally 
disconnected for compact abelian groups A, cf. K. Iwasawa, Ann. Math. 50 (1949) 
507-558, and since 2 preserves projective limits, cf. [13]). 
Proof. (a) TG is the projective SUP-limit of lattices of compact Lie groups which 
satisfy the minimum condition, hence T* G is algebraic [ 131. The compact elements 
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of T*G are all obtained in the following manner (compare [13]): Take a Lie factor 
group G/K of G and an element Xl K E T( G/ K). There is a unique A E TG which 
is contained in X and is maximal under these properties; this A is a compact element 
of T*G. 
(b) Denote the topologies on TG by x and A* (:= hT*G); by (a), the latter is 
compact and totally disconnected. First let x = A*; since G acts continuously on 
(TG, x), every GO-orbit has to be trivial. Conversely assume that Xg = X holds for 
any X E TG and g E Go. We shall verify A* z x which is enough because both 
topologies are compact. Clearly, the lower topology w=*~ is coarser than x; thus 
let A E TG be a compact element of T*G and put S, := {B E TG: B E A}. The Scott 
topology gTeG of T*G is generated by these sets S, (as open basis), see [3, p. 1081. 
In order to prove that S, is x-open choose K and X as in the proof of (a); we 
may assume X = AK. Since Go normalizes A, it also normalizes AK, and hence 
(G/K)‘= G°K/K normalizes X/K. From this we infer that N:= NG(X) is open 
in G; since N/X does not have small subgroups we can find an open neighborhood 
U of X such that every subgroup of G contained in U already is a subgroup of 
X. Therefore, S, is equal to II,(U) n TG and hence x-open, as required. 0 
For example, Theorem 1’ applies to the following cases. Denote by A(G), N(G) 
and SN( G) the (complete) lattices of all closed connected subgroups, of all closed 
normal subgroups and of all (closed) topologically subnormal subgroups [6] of G, 
respectively. A, N and SN are functors from C to SUP, and it may be checked 
that the conditions required for Theorem 1’ are satisfied in each of these cases. (For 
T = SN consult [6,7,8], for T = N see [4], for T = A see [13].) Thus we get 
Corollary. Let G be a compact group. The lattices N*(G), SN*(G) and A*(G) are 
algebraic (even arithmetic), and on N*(G) and SN*( G), the Hausdorfand Lawson 
topologies agree. On A*(G) they agree iff the connected component Go is abelian. 
Proof. Each X E SN( G) is normalized by Go, see [6]. Each X E A(G) is normalized 
by Go iff Go is abelian (this is obvious for Lie groups, and the general case follows 
immediately). 0 
But let us return to the case T = 2. We first observe the following corollary which 
sharpens Theorem 1 of [lo]: 
Corollary. Let G and H be compact groups, and f: .ZG + EH be an isomorphism of 
their lattices. Then f (and its inverse) are continuous with respect to the Hausdorfl 
topologies provided that Go z Z(G). 
Proof. One only has to satisfy oneself that Hoc Z(H) is true, which in its turn 
follows from Lemmata 3 and 8 in [S]. 0 
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In the sequel of Theorem 1 the question arises to what extent the topologies A 
and A* on EG are still related in case they are different. The following two 
propositions indicate that the degree of compatibility seems not to be very high. 
Recall that in case G’SE Z(G) the topologies could not coincide because A* is 
totally disconnected, while proper connected components for A arise from the 
non-trivial GO-action on EG. Is it at least true that A and A* are compatible modulo 
this ‘natural’ obstruction? The answer is no: 
Proposition 1. Let G be a compact group such that the composed map (XG, A*) + 
(EG, x) + (_fG, i) is continuous. Then Go G Z(G), and hence x = A * holds. 
Here the first map is the identity, while the second is projection onto the topological 
quotient space (TG, i) obtained from (ZG, A) by identifying each of its connected 
components to one point. 
Likewise another natural weakening of the condition x = A* does not lead to a 
larger class of groups. Recall that every continuous lattice becomes a topological 
(inf-) semilattice when equipped with its Lawson topology [3]; hence (-EG, A, v) 
certainly is a topological semilattice if Go E Z(G). But also the converse is true: 
Proposition 2. Let G be a compact group. Then (EG, x, v) is a topological semilattice 
@G’s Z(G). 
For the proofs we have to quote a fact which is undoubtedly known, although I 
am not aware of any reference for it in the published literature. A proof is given in 
my thesis [12]. 
Fact. Let G be a compact group. The connected components of the space (JEG, x) are 
precisely the GO-orbits under conjugation. 
Proof of Proposition 1. For short call G a (C)-group if the map (XG, A*) + (TG, 2) 
is continuous. If G is a (compact) (C)-group then so are all closed subgroups H 
containing Go, as well as N and G/N, where N is a closed normal subgroup of 
G. This can be seen as follows. In each of the three cases A = H, A = N or A = G/N 
the lattice EA may be identified with an interval of XG, and it is easy to check that 
both its Hausdorff and its dual Lawson topology are just the topologies induced by 
the corresponding ones of EG. By the fact quoted above, .EA is the union of 
connected AG-components of EG, whence (l?A, J&) may also be identified with a 
subspace of (TG, gc;). Now let G be a compact connected semisimple Lie group 
and X the set of its maximal tori. If G were a (C)-group, X would be A*-closed 
in EG by the fact above. In particular, one could find an open A*-neighborhood 
of the element G in EG which is disjoint from X. But this would mean the existence 
of finitely many proper closed subgroups H, , . . . , H,, of G such that every torus of 
G is contained in one of them-which is obviously wrong. Thus G is not a (C)-group, 
and from the first step of this proof we conclude that the identity component of 
any (C)-group has to be abelian. 
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Now suppose there exist (C)-groups G with Go g Z(G). We may assume G to 
be a Lie group, and even more specifically, with the help of the introductory assertion: 
G is a Lie (C)-group with abelian but not central component Go and cyclic factor 
group G/Go = (zG”), such that the adjoint action of G on its Lie algebra is 
irreducible. As before we infer that the subset X := {(zg): g E Go} is A*-closed in 
EC, hence there are finitely many proper closed subgroups H,, . . . , H,, such that 
every zg, g E Go, is contained in one of them. Since zg = z . [z, g] and {[z, g]: g E Go} = 
Go hold (the latter because Ad G is irreducible), we have zG” G H, u . + . u H,,. Thus 
zG”c Hi for some i, whence Hi = G, a contradiction. 0 
Proof of Proposition 2. Let (EC, A, v) be a topological semilattice, and let A E EC. 
By hypothesis the self-map B++A v B of EC is continuous, hence maps the con- 
nected component {Ag: g E Go} of A into itself. But this means Ag = A for each 
g E Go. As in Theorem 1 we conclude Go c Z(G). 0 
Now that we know the conditions for (EC, v) to be a topological semilattice we 
finally want to answer the same question for the intersection operation. It turns out 
that requiring this property is much more restrictive: 
Theorem 2. Let G be a compact group, and r either of the topologies A* or x on EC. 
The following are equivalent: 
(i) (EC, T, n) is a topological semilattice; 
(ii) (EC, r, n, v ) is a topological lattice; 
(iii) EC is algebraic and h = A*; 
(iv) A* c A (A is$ner than A*); 
(v) each net in EC has an order-converging subnet (i.e. a subnet (x,) such that 
lim inf x, = lim sup x,); 
(vi) G is a profinite group which is a topological semi-direct product G = K x H, 
such that the following hold: The orders of K and H (as supernatural numbers) 
are relatively prime, all Sylow subgroups of the normal subgroup K are finite, 
the complement H is a direct product of Sylow subgroups isomorphic to A,, and 
the normalizer of each Sylow subgroup of G is open in G. 
Remark. Parts of this theorem have already been proved by I.V. Protasov, namely 
(ii)e(vi) in [9, lo], and (v)a(vi) in [ 111. But since the connection to the Lawson 
topologies, which makes some of the arguments more transparent, is not mentioned 
there and the methods are quite different, we supply a full proof of our own here. 
Proof. We shall proceed in a number of steps according to the scheme (iii)+(ii)+ 
(i)+(iii)a(v)+(iv)=3(vi)+(iii). Let G always be a compact group; A, A*, ,+J stand 
for AG, A%, xG, respectively. Any order symbol like <, z, 1 refers to the natural 
order on EC. 
(1) The statements (i)-(iii) are equivalent. 
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(i)+(iii). (EG, 7) is a compact pospace (i.e. the relation s is closed in 2G x EG), 
hence directed nets converge to their sups ([3], p. 272). Continuity of n thus implies 
meet-continuity of the lattice EG, which means that An sup H, = sup A n H, holds 
for directed families {H,} and elements A in ZG. As Z(R/Z) fails to be meet- 
continuous, G has to be profinite. In particular, A * = A = 7 by Theorem 1, and since 
(IG, 7, n) is a zero-dimensional topological semilattice, Z1G is algebraic and T 
equals A, its Lawson topology (Fundamental Theorem of compact semilattices, [3, 
p. 2871). 
(iii)+(ii). Since EG is algebraic, G must be totally disconnected, and thus 
r = A* = A = A ; now again apply the Fundamental Theorem cited above. 
(ii)*(i) is trivial. 
(2) 7’he implications (iii)+(v)+(iv) hold. 
Let L denote the interval topology on EG (which has the upper and lower intervals 
as a subbasis of closed sets). By [l], (v) is equivalent to L satisfying the Hausdorff 
separation axiom, and the latter is easily shown to be true under the assumption of 
(iii) [3, p. 3183. Conversely, A and A* both are finer than L and are quasi-compact; 
thus if L is Hausdorff, one has L = A = A*. 
(3) Let A * C_ A. Then G is profinite, and A; G AA holds for each closed subgroup or 
factor group A of G. 
We first make a simple observation: Let L be a lattice and I = T x (x E L); then 
AI is the relative topology of AL on I. If I = i x, this is true at least if AL is a T2 
topology. Thus in our present situation, where A = A* is T2 by assumption, the 
hypothesis A* c A descends to subgroups and factor groups. As it is not satisfied 
by the torus group R/z! (J(t) is A*-open, but not A-open for t ER/Z of finite order 
>l), Go must be trivial. 
(4) Let G be profinite, and define subsets %‘(A) := {X E 2G: X SC A}, %‘(A),i”:= 
{XE@A): YE%‘(A), YsX=+Y=X} ofEGfor each open subgroup A of G. 
(a) Each element of %(A) contains some element of %‘(A),i,. 
(b) 7’he elements Of a”(A),i” are monotheticpro-p-groups (hencefinite or isomorphic 
to A,). 
(c) A * c A if and only if ~( A),i” is finite for every open subgroup A of G. 
For (a), let YE %(A) and choose y E Y not contained in A. For some prime p 
the Sylow p-subgroup HP of (y> also lies in a”(A). Clearly X < HP for some 
X E %(A),i, in case HP is finite. Otherwise HP = A,, and HP n A has finite index in 
H,,, say p” (n 2 1); then take X to be the subgroup of index p”-‘. 
(b) follows from the fact that X E a?(A),j, has a unique maximal (closed) sub- 
group, namely X n A (thus p = [X: X n A]). Now let A * c A and A < G be open. 
Since A is a compact element of x*G (compare the proof of Theorem l’, or [13]), 
1 A is A*- (hence A-) open. Thus there are X1,. . . , X, E IG such that i A = 
EG\(T X, u * . * u t X,); of course %‘(A),in c {X, , . . . , Xn}. 
Conversely let a”(A),i” be finite for each open subgroup A. Then the same 
argument shows that 1 A is A-open; since these sets & A provide an open basis for 
ffz*o (and W2;*G C_ A trivially holds), we therefore conclude A* G A, which proves (c). 
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(5) Let h* c h and H s G be a monothetic pro-p-subgroup. Then its normalizer 
N,(H) is open. 
First let H have order p, and choose an open normal subgroup A of G with 
H g A. Then the assertion follows from (4) because {Hg: g E G} s a”(A),i”. More 
generally let H be finite with composition series {e} = Ho < H, < . * * < H, = H, and 
put Gi:=NG(Hi) (i=O,..., n). Iterating this argument we see that Gi = N,,_,(H,) 
is open in Gi_, (i = 1,. . . , n), and consequently G,, = NG( H) is open in G,= G. 
Now let H = A, and suppose it has an infinity of conjugates. By the cases just settled 
we may assume the same for each non-trivial subgroup of H. Thus, replacing H by 
such a subgroup if necessary, there is an open normal subgroup A of G with 
[H: H n A] =p, and again we get {Hg: g E G} c E(A),i,, a contradiction. 
(6) Let G be a pro-p-group with A * E A. Then G is either$nite or isomorphic to A,. 
G is finitely generated because A I*A g AZ.*, for A an infinite direct product of 
groups of order p (use (4~)). Suppose there is an abelian counterexample G; then 
it has a factor group isomorphic to A := A, x (c), where (c) is finite of order p. Let 
A, be the closure of ((p”-‘, c)) (n = 1,2,. . .), then {A,, A,, . _ .} G %‘(A, x {O}),,“, a 
contradiction to (4~) and (3). Thus the assertion is true for abelian G. Next we 
show that for each subgroup H s G isomorphic to A, we have NG( H) = C,(H). 
Assume not; pick gE N,(H)\C,(H) 
- 
and put K := (H, g) = H x (g); then Kab = 
K/K’- C x A,, with C a nontrivial finite cyclic p-group (for Aut A, does not admit 
finite p-subgroups), a contradiction to the abelian case by (3). Hence (and by (5)) 
the centralizer of each element g E G is open. Since G is finitely generated, Z(G) 
has finite index in G, and thus G’ is finite. One more application of the abelian 
case to G/G’ either gives G finite or G/G’- A,, whence G = A,. 
(7) Let A* s A. If G is generated by elements of$nite order, every Sylow subgroup 
of G is finite; if G is torsion-free, it is abelian. 
Let g, , . . . , g, be of finite order, and H the (not necessarily closed) subgroup 
they generate. By (5) the centralizer of H is open, whence H/Z(H) and thus H’ 
are finite; since H/H’ is finite, too, H itself is finite. This shows that for any open 
normal subgroup A of G there is a finite subgroup H of G such that AH = G holds, 
provided that G is generated by torsion elements; hence G cannot possess Sylow 
p-subgroups isomorphic to A,,. For the second claim let G be free of torsion, S a 
non-trivial Sylow p-subgroup of G, and H the closed subgroup generated by the 
conjugates of S. We show [H: S] <co, which in turn will imply H = S (and thus 
prove the assertion), for by (6) every non-trivial Sylow q-subgroup of H is isomorphic 
to A,, q any prime. From S n NG(S)’ = S n Sg (g E G) and [G: NG( S)] < cc (5) we 
infer SG f(e). Thus, by (3) and (6), the Sylow p-subgroups of G/S, are finite, 
hence generate a finite subgroup H/S,, cf. top of this proof. In particular, [H : S] 
is finite. 
(8) The implication (iv)+(vi) holds. 
This is clear from (3), (5), (6) and (7), using the profinite Schur-Zassenhaus 
theorem. (K is the closed subgroup generated by the elements of finite order.) 
(9) 7’he implication (vi)+(iii) is valid. 
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We shall prove A * & A using the criterion (4~). Let A G G be an open subgroup 
and p a prime. Since G has only finitely many Sylow p-subgroups (and because 
of their special form), there are only finitely many pro-p-groups among the elements 
of a7(A),i,. Moreover, a”(A),i, contains pro-q-subgroups only for those primes q 
which divide [G:A,] (since q = [X: Xn A] for X E an(A),in, and X/XnA, 
embeds into G/A,). This proves that 2’(A),i, is finite. 
It remains to show that EG is algebraic, and we are done as soon as we have 
verified that each pro-p-subgroup of G is a compact element of EG. Thus let As G 
be a pro-p-subgroup and {H,: (Y E I} a directed family in EG with A 6 sup Ha. 
Since the hypothesis (vi) carries over to subgroups we may assume sup Ho = G. Let 
P be a Sylow p-subgroup of G containing A, and K an open normal subgroup of 
G contained in NG( P) and with P n K c Fr(P) (Frattini subgroup of P). We have 
H,K = G for some CY. Since PK/ K is a Sylow p-subgroup of G/K, the isomorphism 
H-1 H, n K = G/K gives a Sylow p-subgroup P,/H, n K of H,/H, n K with 
PI K = PK. Let S, be a Sylow p-subgroup of Ha such that S,( H, n K) = P,, and S 
a Sylow p-subgroup of G containing S,. Since SK/K is a pro-p-group and PK = 
S, K < SK, we conclude PK = S,K = SK and hence S = S,(Sn K). Besides the 
Sylow p-subgroup P of PK = SK is normal, whence P= S, and we have P = 
S,( P n K). Thus P n K s Fr(P) gives S, = P, and in particular As H,. 
This completes the proof of Theorem 2. 0 
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